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Featured Application: Current-perpendicular-to-plane spin valve based on spin gapless 

semiconductor Mn2CoAl with MnCo termination possesses high value of magnetoresistance of 

2886% and has a better application in a spintronics device. 

Abstract: Employing the first-principles calculations within density functional theory (DFT) 

combined with the nonequilibrium Green’s function, we investigated the interfacial electronic, 

magnetic, and spin transport properties of Mn2CoAl/Ag/Mn2CoAl current-perpendicular-to-plane 

spin valves (CPP-SV). Due to the interface rehybridization, the magnetic moment of the interface 

atom gets enhanced. Further analysis on electronic structures reveals that owing to the interface 

states, the interface spin polarization is decreased. The largest interface spin polarization (ISP) of 

78% belongs to the MnCoT-terminated interface, and the ISP of the MnMnT1-terminated interface is 

also as high as 45%. The transmission curves of Mn2CoAl/Ag/Mn2CoAl reveal that the transmission 

coefficient at the Fermi level in the majority spin channel is much higher than that in the minority 

spin channel. Furthermore, the calculated magnetoresistance (MR) ratio of the MnCoT-terminated 

interface reaches up to 2886%, while that of the MnMnT1-terminated interface is only 330%. 

Therefore, Mn2CoAl/Ag/Mn2CoAl CPP-SV with an MnCo-terminated interface structure has a 

better application in a spintronics device. 
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1. Introduction 

The current-perpendicular-to-plane spin valve (CPP-SV) is regarded as one of the most 

significant spintronics devices, and has great potential for spin transfer torque devices in spin 

random access memory and ultra-high-speed reading in magnetic read heads of hard disk drivers 

[1–4]. The generation and detection of highly polarized spin current is one of the foremost challenges 

of a CPP-SV. Half metallic Heusler alloys (HMHA) usually have a high Curie temperature (TC) and 

their lattice constants are close to Ag and Cu. In addition, one spin band (majority spin) of HMHA 

exhibits metallic behavior, while the other spin band (minority spin) displays semiconductor 

behavior, and such a band structure could generate a high spin polarized current. Therefore, HMHA 

has been explored as an electrode of CPP-SV to achieve a high magnetoresistance (MR) ratio [5–11]. 

Takayashi et al. reported a large MR ratio of 74.8% at room temperature (RT) in CPP-SV using 

Co2MnGa0.25Ge0.75 [12]. Sakuraba et al. demonstrated an MR ratio of 58% at RT and 184% at 30 K in 
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Co2Fe0.4Mn0.6Si/Ag CPP-SV [13]. Moreover, a number of CPP-SVs employing a Heusler alloy as the 

spin injector, such as Co2MnSi/Ag, Co2FeAl0.5Si0.5/Ag, and Co2FeGa0.5Ge0.5/Ag, also obtained high MR 

ratios [14,15]. More recently, the Hg2CuTi type Heusler alloy Mn2CoAl has been demonstrated to be 

one of the spin gapless semiconductors (SGS) from theoretical calculation combined with 

experimental work [16–26]. The minority spin band of Mn2CoAl has an energy gap around the Fermi 

level, while the top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band touch at the Fermi 

level (see Figure 1). The special band structure allows the holes and electrons to be spin polarized 

simultaneously. Mn2CoAl has attracted much attention and it is considered to possess great 

potential for spintronics. Since the MR ratio of spin valves based on a Heusler alloy severely 

depends on its interface properties, and in order to explore outstanding candidates for CPP-SV, we 

study the interface magnetism, electronic structure, and spin transport properties of 

Mn2CoAl/Ag/Mn2CoAl CPP-SV. 

There are two ideal terminations along the (0 0 1) direction in a Heusler alloy Mn2CoAl: MnCo 

and MnAl. Besides, there are two ways to connect a Heusler alloy with an Ag spacer, one of which is 

where atoms from the Heusler alloy sit on top of Ag atoms, which is noted as MnCoT and MnAlT. 

The other way is where atoms from the Heusler alloy locate in the bridge site between Ag atoms, 

which is noted as MnCoB and MnAlB. In addition, according to previous works, a pure Mn-modified 

artificial termination could improve the spin polarization [27,28], so MnMn terminations are also 

considered. When interface Co atoms in MnCoT and MnCoB are replaced by Mn atoms, MnMnT1 and 

MnMnB1 are built, respectively. Similarly, when interface Al atoms in MnAlT and MnAlB are 

substituted with Mn atoms, MnMnT2 and MnMnB2 are built, respectively. Various interface 

structures of Mn2CoAl/Ag/Mn2CoAl CPP-SV are exhibited in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of Mn2CoAl bulk structure. The schematic density of states of 

n (E) as a function of energy E is shown for (b) a spin gapless semiconductor. The occupied states are 

indicated by filled areas. Arrows indicate the majority and minority states. 

2. Calculation Methods 

The structure optimization, electronic, and magnetic properties are calculated by utilizing the 

Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) based on density functional theory (DFT) within 

generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [29]. We make use of projector-augmental wave (PAW) 

[30] pseudopotential to deal with the electron-iron interaction, and the Mn (3d54s2), Co (3d74s2), Al 

(3s23p1), and Ag (4d105s1) are selected as valence-electron configurations. The mesh of special k-points 

in the Brillouin zone is set to 7 × 7 × 1 and the SCF convergence criterion of 10−6 eV is applied. The 

cutoff energy is taken to be 500 eV. The optimized Ag and Mn2CoAl bulks are cleaved along the 

Miller indices (0 0 1) crystal direction, and we chose 13 Mn2CoAl layers as the electrode and nine Ag 

layers as the spacer layer to compose the Mn2CoAl/Ag/Mn2CoAl heterojunction. The in-plane lattice 

parameter is fixed to 4.1 Å, which corresponds to 1 2  of the experimental lattice constant of 
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Mn2CoAl bulk (5.798 Å [20]), and such a value is very close to the lattice constant of Ag. Therefore, 

the lattice mismatch between the Mn2CoAl electrode and Ag is very small. The spin-dependent 

transport properties calculations are based on a state-of-the-art technique where DFT is combined 

with the Keldysh nonequilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) theory, as implemented in the Nanodcal 

package [31,32]. 

 

Figure 2. Various atomic terminations of the Mn2CoAl/Ag/Mn2CoAl (001) interface. 

3. Result and Discussion 

The displacements of interface atoms in various Mn2CoAl/Ag/Mn2CoAl structures are 

measured and exhibited in Figure 3. L1 and L2 indicate the interface and subinterface, respectively. 

It can be seen that the interfacial MnA atom has an obvious outward extension in MnCoB, MnCoT, 

MnMnT1, and MnMnB1 structures, revealing that the interface Mn atom prefers to bond with the 

interface atom from the spacer layer, and such behavior is also reported in previous theoretical and 

experimental studies [33,34]. As for the interfacial MnB atom, it slightly stretches outward in MnMnT2 

and MnMnB2, and keeps its ideal position in MnAlT, while it even shrinks inward in MnAlB, showing 

that its bonding ability is weaker than interfacial MnA. The interface Co atom has a slight outward 

movement, and when the MnMnT1 and MnMnB1-terminated interface are respectively formed by 
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substituting interface Co with the Mn atom, such an outward action is enhanced. Besides, for various 

different structures, the outward movement of the subinterface atom is very small, and the position 

of the next subinterface atom is nearly unchanged, so their behaviors are extremely similar to the 

bulk (not shown in Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. The relaxed atomic positions in various terminations. L1 and L2 indicate the interface and 

subinterface, respectively. 

The interface free energy (  ) versus atomic chemical potentials is calculated in order to 

determine the interface stability. As was mentioned in Ref. [34], the   can be expressed as  
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where A is the interface area of a supercell, G stands for the Gibbs free energy of the slab; and μi and 

Ni are the chemical potential and the number of the ith atom, respectively. The relationship among 

the interdependent chemical potentials can be expressed as bulkAlCoMn G=++ 2
. Besides, the 

highest values of μCo and μMn are μCo = GCo and μMn = GMn, where GCo and GMn are Gibbs free energies of 

the Co and Mn bulk, respectively. Besides, due to the reason that 2Mn + CoAl = Mn2CoAl and Co + 

Mn2Al = Mn2CoAl, the lowest values of μCo and μMn are  
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In Figure 4, the MnMnT1 and MnMnB1 always stay in the thermodynamic accessible region 

(TAR) and occupy the maximum area. As μMn and μCo increase, MnMnT2, MnMnB2, MnCoT, and 

MnCoB are included in the TAR, revealing that these interfaces could be stable under the condition 

of Mn rich and Co rich. In addition, MnMnB2 enters into the TAR under the condition of μCo = −0.702 

Ryd and μMn = −0.523 Ryd, while MnMnT2 appears in the TAR when μCo = −0.702 Ryd and μMn = −0.694 

Ryd, indicating that the formation of a stable MnMnT2 needs a richer Mn condition than MnMnB2. In 

the case of MnCoB, it enters into the TAR when μCo and μMn respectively increase to −0.672 Ryd and 

−0.477 Ryd, while MnCoT appears in the TAR when μCo = −0.68 Ryd and μMn = −0.547 Ryd. Therefore, 

it could be deduced that the MnCo terminated interface can be more easily obtained in a bridge-type 

structure than in a top-type structure. However, as for MnAl terminated interfaces, they are 

excluded from the TAR in both top-type and bridge-type structures. 

The atom-resolved spin magnetic moments (AMMs) in the first three layers are plotted in 

Figure 5. In the Mn2CoAl bulk, each atom locates at a tetrahedral symmetry position, and each Co 
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and MnA atom has four Al and four MnB as the nearest neighbors. While in the 

Mn2CoAl/Ag/Mn2CoAl heterostructures, an Ag atom takes the place of half of the nearest neighbors 

of the interface atom, reducing atomic coordination numbers at the interface. As a result, it breaks 

the periodic crystal field at the interface and the localization of the d-electron atom at the interface is 

enhanced. Therefore, AMMs of interface atoms are strengthened in various structures, and are larger 

than their corresponding bulk values. Besides, the relative distance between magnetic atoms could 

also affect the value of AMM. The maximum outward extension belongs to the interface Mn atom in 

the MnCoT structure, and it results in reduced hybridization and strengthened localization. 

Therefore, its AMM rises up to the highest value of 3.73 μB. The interface Mn atom in MnMnB1 has a 

lower AMM than in MnCoB, although they have a similar outward movement. This could be 

ascribed to the fact that the interface of MnMnB1 is completely occupied by Mn atoms, and the 

interaction between Mn atoms is stronger than that between Co and Mn atoms. Such an explanation 

is also applied to the interface Mn atom in MnAlT and MnMnT2, as well as MnAlB and MnMnB2. 

 

Figure 4. The calculated phase diagram of the Mn2CoAl/Ag/Mn2CoAl (001) interface. The dashed 

lines denote the thermodynamically accessible region. 

 

Figure 5. Atom-resolved spin magnetic moment of magnetic atoms of various terminations. L1, L2, 

and L3 indicate the interface, subinterface, and next subinterface, respectively. The region with ‘*’ 

stands for the replaced atom. 

Owing to the fact that subinterface atoms have small displacement, and the atom at the next 

subinterface maintains its position, AMMs of the subinterface and the next subinterface atoms could 

be compared to corresponding values in the bulk, revealing that atoms at deeper layers receive a 
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minor interface effect. AMM of the Al atom presents negative values due to the fact that the sp-atom 

has a function of a bridge between local d-electron atoms according to the RKKY exchange model. 

Spin transportation of a spintronics device severely depends on interface spin polarization 

(ISP), which can be written as (D↑ − D↓)/(D↑ + D↓), where the D↑ and D↓ respectively represent the 

majority spin density of states and minority spin density of states. First, we calculate the total 

density of states (DOS). It can be seen from Figure 6 that interface half-metallicity is not detected in 

various structures. The MnCoT interface displays the highest ISP of 78%, and the ISP of MnMnT1 also 

exhibits a value as high as 45%; while the ISP of MnMnT2, MnCoT, and MnMnB1 are only 26%, 33%, 

and 32%, respectively. The ISP of MnMnB2 even descends to a poor value of 10%. Hence, it reveals 

that with different Co2MnSi/GaAs and CoFeMnSi/GaAs heterojunctions [27,35], the interface 

containing the pure Mn atom in Mn2CoAl/Ag spin valves could not improve the ISP. 

 

Figure 6. The total density of states (DOS) of various structures. The shadow region indicates the 

DOS of the Mn2CoAl bulk. P stands for spin polarization. 

Due to the reason that MnCoT and MnMnT1 structures possess a high ISP, the project density of 

states (PDOS) in the interface, subinterface, and the next subinterface of these two terminated 

structures are further investigated and displayed in Figure 7. As for the interface magnetic atom, its 

majority spin band shifts to the lower energy region, while the minority spin band moves towards 

the higher energy region. Therefore, the exchange splitting is increased and magnetic moments are 

increased owing to the truncated periodic crystal field at the interface. The MnA atom in Mn2CoAl 

bulk displays reverse splitting, which leads to its negative value of magnetic moment, while it 

converts to normal splitting at the interface, and its magnetic moment obtains a positive value. Quite 

the opposite, the normal splitting of the MnB atom in the bulk shifts to reverse splitting at the 

subinterface of MnCoT and MnMnT1 structures. It indicates that the antiferromagnetic interaction of 

MnA in bulk turns to a ferromagnetic interaction when it at the interface, while the ferromagnetic 

coupling of bulk MnB converts to antiferromagnetic coupling when at the subinterface. Besides, 

some polarized peaks which have a d-orbital characteristic appear in the minority spin energy gap at 

the interface, and the energy of these peaks decreases in the second layer and finally vanishes in the 
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third layer. Therefore, these polarized peaks are considered to be interface states, and they are 

responsible for the destruction of interface half-metallicity. In addition, it can be seen that the PDOSs 

of atoms at the third layer are very similar to their features in bulk, revealing that the electronic 

structures of the deeper layer receive a minor influence of the interface effect. 

 

Figure 7. The partial density of states (PDOS) of (a) MnCoT- and (b) MnMnT1-terminated structures. 

The shadow region indicates atomic PDOS of the bulk. L1, L2, and L3 indicate the interface, 

subinterface, and next subinterface, respectively. 

Among various investigated structures, due to the reason that the ISP of the MnCoT-terminated 

and MnMnT1-terminated interface reaches up to 78% and 45%, respectively; the transport properties 

of the Mn2CoAl/Ag/Mn2CoAl spin valve with an MnCoT-terminated and MnMnT1-terminated 

interface have been calculated. The energy- and spin-resolved transmission coefficient ( )T E
 is 

defined as 

2
/ // /2

1
( ) ( , )T E d k T k E

n

 = 
 

(3) 

where 
2n  represents the number of sampling points in the two-dimensional Brillouin zone (2-D 

BZ), and   is the spin direction. The transmission coefficients of the Mn2CoAl/Ag/Mn2CoAl 

junction with an MnCoT-terminated and MnMnT1-terminated interface at equilibrium are calculated 

and presented in Figure 8, and the Fermi level has an energy of zero. When magnetic moments of 

two Mn2CoAl electrode layers are in a parallel configuration (PC), the transmission coefficient curve 

of the majority spin channel is totally different to that of the minority spin channel. For the 

MnCoT-terminated structure, the value of the transmission coefficient of the majority spin channel at 

Fermi level ( )maj

PC fT E  is 0.00663, and that of the minority spin channel at Fermi level 
min ( )PC fT E  is 

almost zero. For the MnMnT1-terminated structure, ( )maj

PC fT E  is 0.0038 and 
min ( )PC fT E  is also close 

to zero. When the magnetic moments of two Mn2CoAl electrode layers are in an anti-parallel 

configuration (APC), due to the reason that our Mn2CoAl/Ag/Mn2CoAl spin valve model is 

geometrically symmetric with respect to the middle plane of the center scattering region, the 

transmission coefficient curve of the spin up channel is exactly the same as that of the spin down 

channel. For the MnCoT-terminated structure, the value of the transmission coefficient of the 

https://cn.bing.com/dict/clientsearch?mkt=zh-CN&setLang=zh&form=BDVEHC&ClientVer=BDDTV3.5.1.4320&q=%E8%B4%9F%E8%B4%A3
https://cn.bing.com/dict/clientsearch?mkt=zh-CN&setLang=zh&form=BDVEHC&ClientVer=BDDTV3.5.1.4320&q=%E8%B4%9F%E8%B4%A3
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majority spin channel and minority spin channel at the Fermi level is ( )maj

APC fT E  = 
min ( )APC fT E  = 

0.111 × 10−3. For the MnMnT1-terminated structure, ( )maj

APC fT E  = 
min ( )APC fT E  = 0.442 × 10−3. 

 

Figure 8. Transmission coefficient versus electron energy in PC (parallel configuration) and APC 

(anti-parallel configuration) of the Mn2CoAl/Ag/Mn2CoAl CPP-SV at equilibrium; (a) The structure 

with MnCoT-termination; (b) The structure with MnMnT1-termination. 

The magnetoresistance (MR) ratio of Mn2CoAl/Ag/Mn2CoAl CPP-SV with an 

MnCoT-terminated and MnMnT1-terminated interface is also calculated by:  

%100
),min(


−
=

APCpc

APCpc

GG

GG
MR

 

(4) 

where pcG  and ApcG  are conductance at the Fermi level in PC and APC, respectively, where 

minmaj

PC PC PCG T T= +  and minmaj

APC APC APCG T T= + . According to the calculated values in Figure 8, the MR 

ratio of the MnCoT-terminated structure is as high as 2886%, while that of the MnMnT1-terminated 

structure is only about 330%. Our calculated results indicate that the Mn2CoAl/Ag/Mn2CoAl spin 

valve with the MnCoT-terminated interface is a high-performance spintronics device. Furthermore, 

the 2-D BZ transmission coefficients at the Fermi level as a function of kx and ky, which are 

perpendicular to the transport direction (z axis), have been calculated at equilibrium. The contour 

plots of the //k


 dependence of the spin up and spin down transmission coefficients in PC and APC 

have been mapped in Figure 9. It can be seen that the density of dark-red spots in Figure 9a is much 

higher than that in Figure 9b, indicating that the majority spin electrons in PC have larger 

transmission probabilities than minority spin electrons, and it is consistent with the calculated 

transmission curves exhibited in Figure 8. In addition, the contour plots of the majority spin 

transmission coefficient in APC are exactly the same as those of the minority spin transmission 

coefficient, and rare hot spots exist in Figure 9c,d, indicating that the transmissions of both majority 

spin and minority spin channels in APC have been suppressed. 

 
(a) (b) 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 9. The k//-resolved transmission coefficients of the MnCoT-terminated structure at the Fermi 

level E = Ef. (a) Majoirty spin in PC; (b) minority spin in PC; (c) majority spin in APC; (d) minority 

spin in APC. 

4. Conclusions 

Combining the first-principles calculations within density functional theory (DFT) with 

nonequilibrium Green’s function, we investigated the interface magnetism and electronic structures 

of Mn2CoAl/Ag/Mn2CoAl CPP-SV. Our calculations reveal that due to the reason that crystal 

symmetry at the interface is broken, the rehybridization leading to the AMMs of atoms at the 

interface becomes enhanced. Moreover, analyses of electronic structures reveal that owing to the 

interface states, the interface half-metallicity is destroyed. The MnCoT-terminated interface preserves 

the highest ISP of 78%, and the MnMnT1-terminated interface also has a high ISP of 45%. The 

transmission curves reveal that the transmission coefficient at the Fermi level in the majority spin 

channel is much higher than that in the minority spin channel. Furthermore, the calculated 

magnetoresistance (MR) ratio of the MnCoT-terminated interface reaches up to 2886%, while that of 

the MnMnT1-terminated interface is only 330%. Therefore, Mn2CoAl/Ag/Mn2CoAl CPP-SV with an 

MnCoT-terminated interface structure has a better application in a spintronics device. 
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